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San Francisco, CA  April 22-28, 2000Using Model Checking to Guarantee Safety inAutomatically-Synthesized Real-Time ControllersDavid J. Musliner, Robert P. Goldman, Michael J. PelicanAutomated Reasoning GroupHoneywell Technology Center3660 Technology DriveMinneapolis, MN 55418fmusliner,goldman,pelicang@htc.honeywell.comIntroductionWe are developing autonomous, exible control sys-tems for mission-critical applications such as Un-manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and deep space probes.These applications require hybrid real-time control sys-tems, capable of e�ectively managing both discreteand continuous controllable parameters to maintainsystem safety and achieve system goals. Using theCIRCA architecture for adaptive real-time control sys-tems [10, 11, 12], these controllers are synthesized auto-matically and dynamically, on-line, while the platformis operating. Unlike many other AI planning systems,CIRCA's automatically-generated control plans havestrong temporal semantics and provide safety guaran-tees, ensuring that the controlled system will avoid allforms of mission-critical failure.This paper is intended to convey an intuitive, qual-itative understanding of the way CIRCA veri�es itsplans using model checking techniques. The mathe-matical details of the (existing) model checking tech-niques are described elsewhere [1, 13], and we are alsowriting a journal-length paper to provide a more ex-plicit mathematical description of our approach.Our work on model checking is unique in its focuson synthesis: model checking (and veri�cation in gen-eral) have primarily been developed in the context ofproving that a hand-designed system enforces some de-sired properties. For example, one classic veri�cationproblem involves proving that a gate controller for arailroad crossing will always lower the gate before atrain crosses. In this example, the veri�er is given adescription of the train movement, a description of thegate movement, and a description of a hand-generatedcontroller. The veri�cation (or model checking) prob-

lem is to prove that certain states are never reached(e.g., that the train is never in the crossing area whenthe gate is up).In contrast, CIRCA's State Space Planner (SSP) isresponsible for actually designing the controller auto-matically. In the railroad gate example, CIRCA wouldbe given descriptions of the train and gate dynamics,and a description of the failures that might result ifthe gate is not lowered while a train is crossing. Inresponse, the SSP would search for a controller designthat would make those failure conditions unreachable.We use model checking within this search process, asthe \test" function in a heuristically-guided generate-and-test search. The SSP incrementally builds up amodel of the reachable state space, as it reasons aboutuncontrollable transitions and decides what actions itshould take in each state. Heuristics guide the selectionof actions for states. After each choice of an action fora particular state, the SSP queries a veri�cation algo-rithm to ensure that the currently-planned state spacedoes not make failure reachable.CIRCA can easily solve the railroad crossing exam-ple, but the state-space graphs are too large to presenthere. Instead, we will describe our model checking ap-proach using an even simpler example drawn from thedomain of controlling a UAV. In this example, our goalis to generate a controller that will successfully engageand disengage the UAV's evasive maneuver functionsto defeat missile threats.In the next section, we provide a brief descriptionof the planning process and describe the temporal se-mantics of the automata. Then we discuss the prob-lem of verifying the safety of a controller automaton,and present a brief overview of the model-checking



approach. We show how the SSP automaton is con-verted into a veri�cation problem for the model check-ing mechanisms, and discuss optimizations used to re-duce the complexity of model checking.The CIRCA SSPThe CIRCA SSP automatically synthesizes timeddiscrete-event controllers for hard real-time applica-tions. The input to the SSP is a description of a con-trol problem in the form of environment dynamics (in-cluding uncontrollable processes and threats to systemsafety), actions available to the controller, and goals tobe realized. The SSP returns a controller that is guar-anteed to maintain the safety of the controlled system.The controller speci�es what action should be taken foreach reachable system state. The controller providessafety guarantees by meeting the timing requirementsof the control problem; these timing requirements areinferred from the model of the uncontrollable processesthat threaten the system. To determine that thesetiming requirements are met, our algorithm consultsa model-checker for real-time automata. This model-checking is done on an incremental basis, as the con-troller is built.For example, Figure 1 contains the transition de-scriptions for a simple UAV control problem. The tran-sitions describe a problem in which a UAV is attempt-ing to follow a normal ight path (hence the *goals*statement). However, at any time during its ight, theUAV might be tracked by enemy radar. Some time af-ter the initial tracking, a surface-to-air missile (SAM)may be launched. If no countermeasures are taken,that SAM may destroy the UAV after at least a cer-tain minimum amount of time has passed (e.g., theminimum ight time of the missile). The UAV hasavailable to it some evasive maneuvers that will causethe SAM to miss the UAV, if the UAV initiates itsmaneuvers quickly enough. Also, since the maneuversdivert the UAV from its nominal trajectory, the UAVshould end its evasive behavior whenever possible.Figure 2 shows the state space resulting from a sim-ple timed controller design that will preserve the safetyof the UAV. In the initial state, labeled \State 17" andshown as a shaded oval, the UAV is on its normal tra-jectory and has no indication of a radar-guided missiletracking it. This is a desirable state, so the controllerwill make no e�ort to leave it. However, at any time,a radar threat could occur, moving the system into

(setf *goals* '((path normal)));; Radar-guided missile threats can occur;; at any time.(make-instance 'event:name "radar_threat":preconds '((radar_missile_tracking F)):postconds '((radar_missile_tracking T)));; You die if don't defeat a threat by 1200;; time units.(make-instance 'temporal:name "radar_threat_kills_you":preconds '((radar_missile_tracking T)):postconds '((failure T)):min-delay 1200);; It takes no more than 10 time units to start;; evasives.(make-instance 'action:name "begin_evasive":preconds '((path normal)):postconds '((path evasive)):max-delay 10);; We defeat missile in between 250 and 400;; time units.(make-instance 'reliable-temporal:name "evade_radar_missile":preconds '((radar_missile_tracking T)(path evasive)):postconds '((radar_missile_tracking F)):delay (make-range 250 400));; It takes no more than 10 time units to;; end evasives.(make-instance 'action:name "end_evasive":preconds '((path evasive)):postconds '((path normal)):max-delay 10)Figure 1: A simple domain description for a UAVthreatened by radar-guided missiles.



state 16. The controller will react to this threat bytaking evasive action, and maintaining the evasive ma-neuvers until the missile has been avoided (i.e., untilthe system has entered state 24). At this time thethreat has been neutralized, and the system is free toreturn to its normal ight path. This controller wasautomatically generated by CIRCA, and the state di-agram was generated from CIRCA data structures bythe daVinci program [6].There are several important aspects to note aboutthis example state space model, or �nite automaton.First, note that the automaton contains loops: theUAV may be threatened by more than one missile, andwill remain in (or re-start) evasive maneuvers as longas it is threatened. Second, observe that time is not anexplicit part of the state representation. This is criti-cal to the compact representation of looping plans; ifwe included time in the state representation, then loopswould not occur and persistent reactive control againstan unpredictable or adversarial world would explodethe state space. Instead, our automaton neatly encodesthe continously-reactive behavior of the UAV in a com-pact, e�cient, and automatically-generated form. Ofcourse, the transitions do have temporal semantics, asdescribed in Figure 1.The SSP's temporal model was carefully designedto support reasoning about system safety with only aminimal amount of temporal information, thus limitingthe complexity of the automata model. We associatewith each transition a set of bounds on the time (�)which the system must dwell in the transition's sourcestate before the transition could possibly occur. Themodel includes four di�erent types of transitions:Temporal Transitions | Drawn as double arrows,temporal transitions represent uncertain processesthat may lead to change, but only after at least someminimum amount of time has passed (� � min�).The only temporal transitions in our simple UAVexample lead to failure, and are not shown in Fig-ure 2 because the safety-preserving controller designmakes failure unreachable.Event Transitions | Drawn as single arrows, eventtransitions represent instantaneous transitions thatare out of our control, and may happen any timetheir preconditions are satis�ed. They are essentiallythe same as temporal transitions with a min� ofzero.
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Figure 2: Simple UAV controller for evading radar-guided SAM threats.



Action Transitions | Drawn as dashed arrows, ac-tion transitions represent processes that are guaran-teed to occur before the system has dwelled a certainamount of time in the source state. That is, actiontransitions will de�nitely occur before � reaches anupper bound max�.Reliable Temporal Transitions | Drawn as boldsingle arrows, reliable temporal transitions repre-sent processes that are guaranteed to occur, if givenenough time. They have both lower and upperbounds on the dwell time the system must stay inthe source state before the reliable temporal transi-tion will occur (min� < � < max�).Using this information, the SSP reasons about onekey temporal relationship: preemption. A transi-tion t is preempted i� some other transition u fromthe same state must de�nitely occur before t couldpossibly occur. In other words, t is preempted i�max�(u) < min�(t). In our UAV example, theradar_threat_kills_you transition is preempted instate 16 by the action transition begin_evasive.Preemption is the key temporal relationship inCIRCA models because it allows the SSP to build dis-crete event controllers that make certain parts of thepotential system state space unreachable. By makingall potential failure states unreachable, the SSP canbuild plans (controllers) that are guaranteed to keepthe system safe, while also pursuing other less-criticalgoals. The goal of plan veri�cation, discussed in thenext section, is to prove that the preemptions CIRCAhas planned will in fact hold true for all possible futureworld \trajectories" (i.e., paths through the reachablestates).Note that the begin_evasive action does not actu-ally disable the radar_threat_kills_you transition:it simply begins the process of defeating the threat,which is represented by the reliable temporal transi-tion evade_radar_missile. So if we were to draw thetemporal transitions to failure (TTFs) in the graph ofFigure 2, we'd see that the radar_threat_kills_youTTF is actually preempted out of both state 16 and thesubsequent state 23. This is called a dependent tempo-ral chain, because the amount of time left to preemptthe TTF in state 23 is not the original minimum dwelltime (as it was in state 16), but the original min� mi-nus however much time the system may have dwelled instate 16 before transitioning to state 23. Since CIRCA

reasons about worst-case circumstances, we can assumethat that dwell time, in the worst case, is equivalent tothe upper bound dwell time (max�) imposed by theplanned action begin_evasive, so that the new min�in state 23 is actually 1200� 10 = 1190.Thus our temporal model is actually non-Markovian:the temporal semantics of the TTF out of state 23 de-pend on the path the system takes to get there. Nat-urally, this complicates the process of reasoning aboutthe temporal model, and motivates our use of modelchecking to verify the required TTF-preemption prop-erties.Model Checking for Plan Veri�cationIn order to verify that the CIRCA SSP's plans are safe,we must project what will happen when they are ex-ecuted. We must determine whether the actions wehave planned do, in fact, preempt all possible transi-tions to failure. To do so, we use techniques developedin the computer-aided veri�cation research community;speci�cally we use techniques for verifying properties oftimed automata [1].A naive algorithm for CIRCA plan veri�cation iseasy to propose: start at the initial state(s), �nd allthe possible successor states, and repeat. If you everenter a failure state, the veri�cation has failed.The problem with this algorithm is hidden in thede�nition of system state. To determine the possi-ble successor states, we must know how long transi-tions have been enabled. For example, to determine atstate 23 whether radar_threat_kills_you happensbefore or after evade_radar_missile, we must knowwhether the former transition has been active for 1200time units before the latter has been active for 400 (seeFigure 1).Imagine that each transition has associated with it atimer, or \clock." When the transition is enabled, thatclock is reset to zero and started. When the transitionis disabled, that clock is turned o�. Whenever thatclock goes over the lower bound on the correspondingtransition, the transition may occur; the transition isguaranteed to occur before the upper bound on thetransition (unless some other transition intervenes).Thus we can characterize the full state of the con-trolled system by the full set of feature values anda vector of arti�cial clock values. For example:



flight_path = evasiveradar_missile_tracking = trueclock(evade_radar_missile) = 40clock(radar_threat_kills_you) = 700By comparing this state against the problem def-inition given in Figure 1, you may readily see thatthis state is safe. radar_threat_kills_you cannottake place for 500 more time units, by which timeevade_radar_missile will have preempted it.Unfortunately, the veri�cation problem, as naivelyframed, is not practically solvable. Since the clocks areinteger-valued,1 the set of system states is in�nitelylarge. However, the set of interesting values is lessthan in�nite, since there are only a �nite number ofdecisions that need be made. For example, all values ofclock(radar_threat_kills_you) that are over 1200are equivalent. However, the number of relevant statesmay still be very large.Timed Automata Representation Fortunately,researchers in computer-aided veri�cation have foundways to compactly represent states like this for a classof �nite state machines called timed automata [1].Timed automata di�er in a few minor ways from SSPstate machines, but SSP state machines can be trans-lated into timed automata. Timed automata statesare composed of a location (corresponding to an SSPstate, or feature vector) and a clock-interpretation, orvector of clock values. All of the clocks increment syn-chronously, but can be independently reset to zero byselected transitions. Transitions themselves are instan-taneous. Temporal constraints in timed automata taketwo forms: transition guard expressions that must betrue to enable a transition, and state invariant expres-sions that must be true all the time the system remainsin a particular state.Mapping an SSP state space model into a timed au-tomaton is a fairly simple matter of assigning di�er-ent clocks to di�erent CIRCA transitions and translat-ing the CIRCA transition timing constraints into timedautomaton clock constraints. Once this translation iscomplete, the timed automaton model can be passedto our model-checking code, the Real-Time Analysis(RTA) module, to determine whether failure is reach-able and, if so, what path of transitions leads to failure(to guide CIRCA's intelligent backjumping). The au-1Although time is continuous, it may be discretizedwithout loss of accuracy for any veri�cation problem.

tomatic translation process involves mapping each typeof SSP state space transition, as follows:Temporal Transitions | Temporal transitions re-quire the system to dwell in a state for a certainamount of time before the transition may occur.This corresponds exactly to a transition guard ex-pression in RTA. Thus temporal edges are each as-signed a clock, and have guard expressions constrain-ing the value of that clock to be greater than thetemporal transition's minimum delay. The clock isreset by all edges entering the source state of thetemporal edge, if that edge does not come from astate in which the same temporal is enabled.Event Transitions | Because event transitions canoccur at any time, they have no associated clocksand are simply unrestricted edges in the RTA graph.Action Transitions | Recall that action transi-tions place an upper bound on the time the systemmay dwell in the transition's source state before itnecessarily will move to the transition's sink state. Inour RTA model, this corresponds to an upper boundstate invariant expression. Each instance of an ac-tion transition (action edge) is assigned a new clock.The clock is reset by all edges entering the sourcestate of the action edge, if that edge does not comefrom a state in which the same action is enabled.The action edge itself has no guarding clock con-straints; instead, the action edge's upper bound isexpressed as an invariant in the edge's source state.Reliable Temporal Transitions | Reliable tem-porals combine the lower-bound and upper-boundtiming constraints of temporals and actions, so theirRTAmapping uses transition guards to represent thelower bounds and state invariants to represent theupper bounds.E�cient Model Checking The critical concept fortaming the complexity of timed automaton veri�ca-tion is an equivalence relation (\region equivalence")between system states [1]. This equivalence relationmakes use of the intuition that all values for a givenclock are equivalent above a maximum value (thelargest constant the clock is ever compared to). Fur-thermore, since we are only concerned with the reach-ability of various states, the actual values of di�erentclocks in a state are not as important as their rela-tive values. Because the clocks are all notionally in-cremented at the same rate, the relationships between
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SSP-State 23Figure 3: The RTA analysis for the example UAV domain.the clock values upon entry to a state is su�cient todetermine which outgoing transitions are possible: aclock that is behind another cannot catch up (withina state). Based on this equivalence relation, it can beshown that any timed automaton (SSP plan) has onlya �nite number of states.2 Therefore, the problem ofdetermining reachability (SSP plan veri�cation) is de-cidable.A further optimization is possible, to make veri�ca-tion practical. The key intuition behind this optimiza-tion is that all reachability questions hinge on pairwisecomparisons between clock values. In order to deter-mine whether or not one transition can occur, we com-pare a single clock against a constant. To determinewhether one transition occurs before another, we onlyneed to determine which will reach its associated con-stant �rst. To answer this question, we only need toknow the di�erence between pairs of clock values (sincethe clock values increase at the same rate).Therefore, we can compactly represent clock regionsusing a di�erence-bound matrix [5] whose entries rep-resent bounds on the di�erence between pairs of clocksand between single clocks and a dummy clock whosevalue is always zero. Di�erence-bound matrices havetwo advantages. First, they provide a compact rep-resentation for equivalence classes of clock-states intimed automata. Second, they also have a canonicalform, derived using any standard all-pairs shortest-path algorithm [5]. Putting the associated di�erence-bound matrices into canonical form makes it easy todetermine when two automaton states are equivalent.Recognizing equivalent states is, in turn, necessary inorder for reachability search to terminate.Figure 3 compactly illustrates the reachability veri-�cation of the SSP plan given in Figure 1, optimizedby the use of di�erence-bound matrices. A simple ex-amination of Figure 3 shows one notable aspect of theRTA veri�cation: there are two RTA states (3 and 5)that correspond to the SSP state 23. That is, the RTA2More precisely, there are only a �nite number of stateequivalence classes, and state equivalence classes are su�-cient to determine reachability.

algorithm has recognized the distinction between thetwo routes into SSP state 23 (see Figure 2) as being atemporally signi�cant di�erence. The temporal transi-tion to failure from state 23 will have di�erent amountsof time left on its clock depending on whether we enterfrom state 16, where it was already enabled, or state 24,where it was not enabled. Thus the RTA algorithm isunrolling the important paths through dependent tem-poral chains, checking reachability of failure by remov-ing the original non-Markovian temporal semantics.Related WorkThe CIRCA SSP is a reaction planner, and thus hasmuch in common with work on reactive systems in AIand control theory. CIRCA is unusual in two ways: itautomatically synthesizes, or plans, its reactions, and itprovides performance guarantees through the methodsof hard real time.In independently-developed work, Asarin, Maler,Pneuli and Sifakis [2, 9] developed a game-theoreticmethod of synthesizing real-time controllers. Theyview the problem as trying to \force a win" against theenvironment, by guaranteeing that all traces of systemexecution will pass through (avoid) a set of desirable(undesirable) states. Their method is very similar toours, but their work stopped at the development of thealgorithm and derivation of complexity bounds; it wasnever implemented. Our work concentrates on the im-plementation aspects of this problem and on making itcomputationally practical.Kabanza et al. have developed work [7, 8] very sim-ilar to ours in intention. Their early work (fully pre-sented in [8]) is similar to the original CIRCA StateSpace Planner work, but does not take into accountmetric temporal information. Later work [7] extendsthe original framework by incorporating metric time,but does so by e�ectively imposing a system-wide clockand progressing the controller one \tick" at a time. Incontrol problems with widely varying time constants,this approach will lead to an explosion of states; wehave adopted model-checking techniques that minimizethis state explosion.Markov Decision Processes and Partially-Observable



Markov Decision Processes provide a theoretical ba-sis for planning and action that is similar to dis-crete control theory, but they place the accent on un-certainty [4]. CIRCA simply represents uncertaintythrough nondeterminism: CIRCA transitions mayhave alternative outcomes; uncontrollable events mayor may not occur; etc. The SSP techniques discussedin this paper do not attempt to reason about quanti-�ed measures of uncertainty, they make the worst-caseassumption: \anything bad that can happen will hap-pen." However, there has been some preliminary workon developing a probability model for CIRCA, to per-mit principled model-pruning decisions [3].ConclusionsWe have used several di�erent model checking im-plementations within the SSP. The Kronos model-checking tool [13] has proven very e�ective at identify-ing when failure is reachable, using a rapid backward-reasoning method that is quite di�erent from the for-ward search described above. However, Kronos is notparticularly good at �nding individual paths to failure,which are essential for guiding the SSP's backtrack-ing. We have implemented a custom version of thedi�erence-bound matrix methods described above, torapidly identify paths to failure. Currently, we are de-signing a hybrid model checking approach that will useKronos as a rapid check, and invoke our algorithm toidentify a culprit path if failure is reachable.Our approach to synthesizing discrete controllers us-ing model checking is innovative but costly. Even withthe optimizations discussed above and others, invokingmodel checkers on large problems can still lead to verylarge state spaces. We are currently developing sev-eral new techniques to improve performance by takingadvantage of the unique aspects of the CIRCA SSPproblem. We are also using model checking to verifynot just the SSP plan, but also how it is implementedin reactive execution rules by the CIRCA executive.References[1] R. Alur, \Timed Automata," in NATO-ASI SummerSchool on Veri�cation of Digital and Hybrid Systems,1998.[2] E. Asarin, O. Maler, and A. Pneuli, \Symbolic con-troller synthesis for discrete and timed systems,"in Proceedings of Hybrid Systems II, P. Antsaklis,W. Kohn, A. Nerode, and S. Sastry, editors, SpringerVerlag, 1995.
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